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Altius Sustainable Bond Fund
Altius Asset Management employs a diversified strategy to fixed interest funds management that aims to take advantage of
the mispricing of bonds in all market conditions. The Altius Sustainable Bond Fund is an Australian fixed interest fund that
invests in companies which conduct their business and apply capital responsibly, giving full consideration to a range of
environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues.
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1. Total returns are calculated after fees and expenses and assume the reinvestment of distributions. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Inception date for the
Portfolio is 21 November 2014.
2. Effective 1 July 2016, Benchmark is 50% Reserve Bank of Australia Cash Rate and 50% Bloomberg∞ AusBond Composite 0+Yr Index and applied retrospectively for all periods.
3. Active return is calculated on Total return.

Portfolio Performance and Activity
Over the month the fund generated an absolute return of 0.18 percent
underperforming it’s benchmark by 15 basis points. Over 12 months the
fund generated a return of 1.73 percent well exceeding cash of 1.50
percent.
There was a strong risk off tone in global equity markets over October.
While interest rates did react to the increased volatility it was not as
one would have expected. Of most surprise was that US yields actually
rose over October largely attributed to a large sell-off in the first week
of the month, with US 10 year yields increasing 7 basis points to 3.12
percent. Domestic yields on the other hand fell a modest 3 basis points
with two and 10 years finishing at 2.09 percent and 2.63 percent
respectively. Over the month we maintained our short duration
position believing that rates will trend higher over the medium term.
Duration finished the month at 0.18 years.
The cause of the equity correction wasn’t entirely clear but as with
previous months it appears to be a combination of things that have
been building over time. Fear is growing the FOMC will over-tighten
policy and trigger a slowdown in the US economy, US/China trade war
continues to simmer in the background, US mid-term elections with a
growing chance of a Democrat lead House, crossed fingers and
numerous geopolitically issues from Italy, Germany and Brexit all
weighing on market sentiment
As with rates markets local credit performed extremely well. Over the
month corporate spreads were unchanged to slightly tighter. This
positive outcome wasn’t experienced in other markets with US and
European credit widening up to 14 basis points in October. While US
reporting season was largely positive there is growing doubt in the
market that these numbers are sustainable which is weighing on credit
risk premium. With extremely quiet primary markets there was no new

credit activity over October. We continued to hold a cautiously
optimist view towards credit with the fund holding 1.08 years of spread
risk.

Issuer in Focus
AMP continues to be in the spotlight with Australian Securities and
Investments Commission (ASIC) launching a legal action over fees-forno-service at the start of the month with the regulator looking to make
an example of AMP for taking money it wasn’t entitled to and then
lying about it. The fallout from the royal commission has led to
Australia Post announcing they will stop using AMP to run its $300
million default superannuation fund. This is the second high profile
departure from AMP with Anglican National Super replacing AMP with
Mercer to manage its $250 million superannuation fund. The damage
to AMP’s franchise is hitting the group’s fee revenue and income.
AMP subsequently announced they will divest their life insurance arm
and New Zealand wealth businesses which led to a sharp fall in its
share price angering institutional shareholders who have threatened to
call an extraordinary general meeting to stop the $3.4 billion
transaction.
The further revelations that have flowed from the Royal Commission
supported our internal downgrading of the group’s credit and
environmental, social and governance (ESG) score in April 18, and the
subsequent divestment from our portfolio.

Outlook
This is a peculiar part of the cycle. Central Bank bond purchase
programs have dampened volatility and caused a strong correlation
between bonds and equities. Quantitate easing (QE) provided
persistent support for the economy, as well as stocks and property,
until such time it could stand on its own two feet. Nearly a decade on
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from the global financial crisis (GFC) the US certainly can. And so with
US QE in reverse what remains is this; stocks adjusting to increasing
yields associated with higher cash rates and the US Federal Reserve
(Fed) reducing its bond holdings.

are already seeing a tightening of credit standards. If bank customers
are unable to demonstrate reliable sources of income, irrespective of
the amount of assets, banks will not extend credit. The last thing they
want to do – particularly in this environment – is foreclose.

What we saw in October is part of an adjustment process that will be
with us for some time. In the current time frame the US QE is in
reverse and at some point in the distant future, the European Central
Bank (ECB) will do the same.

Bank funding costs have already lifted, even though there has been no
change to official cash rates.
This may incrementally slow the economy. Our view is that this
supports the case for cash rates to remain unchanged into 2020.

While this isn’t an equity narrative the yield adjustment across asset
class remains a central part of Altius’s outlook. The impact is that the
lift in yields (US included) will not be smooth and there will be rallies
along the way. Our portfolio is positioned to take advantage of this
shift to higher rates; more particularly the gradual rise of bond rates in
Australia.

There is a fear that US interest rates are set to explode higher, and
take Australian interest rates with them. We believe US interest rates
will move higher, but Australia has less pressure to follow in lock step.
This is because European and Japanese investors search for higher
yielding Australian bonds will remain while their Central Bank’s keep
buying the local bonds at ultra-low yields. Given the ECB is very slowly
reducing their purchases of European bonds, their yields will slowly
drift higher, allowing Australian yields higher at similar velocity.

To illustrate the adjustment process, the yield on 10 year US
Treasuries rose from 2.83 percent in late August to 3.22 percent in
early October. It was at this point that stock yields began to adjust
higher. The dividend yield on the Nasdaq lifted from 0.98 percent, the
lowest in eight years, to 1.09 percent. It did this by adjusting prices
down nearly 13 percent. Over time, quality companies in a position to
grow their earnings will take the adjustment process in their stride and
their share prices will recover. However for companies that don’t have
earnings as a lever their yield adjustment will create share price
declines.

¹ Bloomberg Composite Bond Index
Altius Sustainable Bond Fund uses a 50 percent Composite Bond
Index, 50 percent RBA Cash

Sector Profile as at 31 October 2018
Asset Class

Portfolio %

Benchmark %

Commonwealth Government

18.18

25.49

Semi Government

20.54

11.75

The significant fall in share prices saw investors progressively sell
equities, particularly exchange traded funds (ETFs), and switch into
safer assets. What did they buy instead? Some bought US treasuries
others bought Australian and other bonds. Once the “excessive” part
of the sell-off had settled, bonds resumed their path to higher yields
and equities recovered (somewhat).

Supra Nationals

22.49

7.39

Financials

18.82

2.55

Industrials

8.57

2.80

Asset Backed

8.29

0.02

Money Market

1.36

0.00

The adjustment also impacts emerging market and high yield
corporate bonds. In Australia we are not looking for an uplift in default
rates - but we think corporate bonds will feel the pressure of longer
dated yields rising more than shorter dated bonds. It is for this reason
we are focused on shorter dated holdings, where we can take
advantage of the opportunities presented by the steepening yield
curve while selectively buying high grade corporate bonds.

11am

1.59

0.00

The strength of the US economy is well established. Wages growth in
the US is function of a tight labour market. The services sector is about
70 percent of the US economy. These are largely jobs that are driven
by local factors, with scarcity of labour noted by most regions. US
underemployment has fallen to 7.8 percent - a 20 year low. After
adjusting for inflation US median household incomes are nearly 10
percent higher than they were in 2014. Core US inflation has shifted
more consistently above the Fed’s 2 percent target. Cash rates are
consequently being lifted as inflation pressures build. Moreover, the
Fed is now at maximum velocity in unwinding its balance sheet at
$150bn per quarter; inherently placing upward pressure on US bond
yields.
That Australia’s jobless rate has fallen to 5 percent is a remarkably
good outcome, when you consider Australia’s population has grown by
about 16 percent over the last decade. Government sponsored
infrastructure projects are contributing to economic growth. Tax
receipts from businesses have been particularly strong.
Underemployment, though, has lifted to 8.2 percent, with wages
growing modestly as a result. After adjusting for inflation median
household incomes show Australia largely at the same level it was in
2014 and core inflation is below the bottom end of the Reserve Bank
of Australia’s (RBA) 2 percent target.
One area of concern unique to the Australian landscape is the possible
consequences of the Hayne Financial Services Royal Commission. We

Cash at Bank

0.16

0.00

RBA Cash

0.00

50.00

Portfolio %

Benchmark %

AAA

63.41

36.41

AA+ to AA-

18.19

9.91

A+ to A-

7.96

2.45

BBB+ to BBB-

10.44

1.23

RBA Cash

0.00

50.00

Ratings Exposure

Portfolio Summary Statistics
Asset Class

Portfolio %

Benchmark %

Running yield

2.55

2.02

Modified duration (years)

0.165

2.59
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Fund Snapshot
APIR Code

AUS0071AU

Award Winning Fund – Lonsec

Inception date

21 Nov 2014

The Fund won the Lonsec Innovation Award 2016, which recognises
the major innovators and industry leaders who are shaping the future
of Australia’s wealth creation sector.

Fund size (net asset value)

$145.10m

Minimum initial investment

$5,000

Management Fee*

The Lonsec Awards go beyond the pure quantitative, looking at the
people behind the investment decisions, the rigour of the investment
process and philosophy, and the new thought and innovations that
create real value for investors.

0.57% p.a.

Buy/Sell spread

Nil

Distributions

Quarterly

Advice Fee

Available

Refer to the Fund’s Product Disclosure Statement for more details on the Fund’s
Management Costs which also include recoverable expenses and indirect costs. Total
Management costs may vary.

Ratings

Top 20 Holdings
Issuer

Portfolio %

Benchmark %

Commonwealth Government

18.18

25.49

Treasury Corp of Victoria

9.26

1.81

Queensland Treasury Corp

5.74

4.31

New South Wales Treasury Corp

5.53

2.29

National Australia Bank Ltd

4.27

0.26

European Investment Bank

3.91

0.80

Kreditanstalt fuer Wiederaufbau

3.46

1.20

Export Development Canada

2.83

0.17

Bank Nederlandse Gemeenten NV

2.78

0.26

Asian Development Bank

2.36

0.52

International Bank for Reconstruction &
Development

2.27

0.67

International Finance Corp

1.73

0.51

Westpac Banking Corp

1.66

0.28

Australia & New Zealand Banking Group
Ltd

1.58

0.25

Kommunalbanken AS

1.38

0.35

Bank Australia Ltd

1.31

0.00

Telstra Corp Ltd

1.17

0.12

Australian Catholic University Ltd

1.05

0.01

Bank of Queensland Ltd

1.03

0.01

Heritage Bank Ltd

1.03

0.00

RIAA - Certified Responsible Investment
The Altius Sustainable Bond Fund has been certified by RIAA
according to the strict operational and disclosure practices required
under the Responsible Investment Certification Program. See
www.responsibleinvestment.org for details.

Important Information
Units in the Altius Sustainable Bond Fund are issued by Australian Unity Funds Management Limited ABN 60 071 497 115, AFS Licence No. 234454.
Information provided here is general information only and current at the time of publication and does not take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. In deciding whether to acquire,
hold or dispose of the product you should obtain a copy of the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) and seek professional financial and taxation advice. The PDS is available at
australianunity.com.au/wealth or by calling our Investor Services team on 13 29 39. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This information is intended for recipients in
Australia only. Not to be reproduced without permission.
The Zenith Investment Partners (“Zenith”) Australian Financial Services License No. 226872 rating (assigned May 2018) referred to in this document is limited to “General Advice” (s766B Corporations

